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Invested by Fuji Solar, VSUN is a Japanese photovoltaic product 

manufacturer and solution provider, located in Tokyo that o�ers Japanese 

quality solar technologies globally. The business of the group started 

operating in Japan in 2006, later spreading to North America, Southeast 

Asia, and EMEA.

With headquarters and R&D based in Tokyo (Japan), sales o�ces in San 

Jose (USA), Frankfurt (Germany), Shanghai (China) and the main factory 

based in Bac Giang province (Vietnam), VSUN’s global presence covers our 

customer needs in every corner of the world. VSUN’s total production 

capacity is 2.6GW and the manufacturing base is one of the 

fastest-growing, the most reliable and heavily invested solar high-tech 

enterprises. 

Innovative & Smart – VSUN has been committed to providing greener, 

cleaner, and more intelligent renewable energy solutions. It is focusing on 

the new energy market and the development of customized and 

high-e�ciency products.

     
VSUN's holding company from Japan, Fuji Solar, is an investor in the solar 

energy industry and solar projects development. 

Fuji Solar has hands-on experience in a truly comprehensive scope of 

solar services that span on the entire solar development process. Fuji 

Solar is a pioneer with several industry �rsts and with broad experience in 

solar PV design and installation.

OUR MISSION
VSUN employees are committed to building a world free of fossil fuels. 

Our goal is to promote the application of solar technology globally and to 

provide clean and sustainable energy for humanity to better protect our 

environment.

As a photovoltaic product manufacturer and solution provider, VSUN has 

been committed to new product development and process technology 

innovation, ensuring high e�ciency and high reliability, concurrently 

further reducing LCOE and BOS for project investors. VSUN has continued 

to improving the global supply chain system in the past few years, 

adopting a strict supplier evaluation system and quality management 

system to ensure product quality and reliability.

EPC
VSUN spreads EPC service from Japan to South East Asia providing 

services to companies, public institutions, utilities, and independent 

power producers.

VNREE is one of VSUN's Clean Energy Solutions Provider in Vietnam, the 

business scope of which includes equipment trading & distribution (ETD), 

operation & maintenance (O&M), engineering procurement & 

construction (EPC), asset & sales investment, and project development.
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 JAPAN品
質

JAPANESE QUALITY PRODUCTS

+ 30%

Up to 30% more energy yield due to back side 
power generation

Bifacial SeriesFull Black Series

High reflective black back sheet, enhancing the CTM

Beautiful appearance, more suitable for roof 
system

Excellent PID-free and Anti-LeTID performance

Less power loss by minimizing the shading impact

Less mismatch to get more power

 30-year Linear 

Power Output Warranty

Standard Half-cell Series 

Higher conversion efficiency

Excellent PID resistance and Anti-LeTID performance 

Significantly reduce the hot spot by 
half-cell design

Lower LCOE and save BOS

Applied to 182/166/158.75mm PERC mono cell

Smart Series     

Automatically switches-off the failure module with 
self-protection

Operating parameters collection and transfer to the 
database

Real time monitoring of PV system

More intelligent, safe and resistant to hotspot problems 

Applied to 182/166/158.75mm PERC mono cell

Top Performance by PVEL
PV Evolution Labs (PVEL) recently released the 2021 PV Module Reliability Scorecard, which recognizes VSUN as a Top Performer for their strong test 
results in PVEL's PV Module Product Qualification Program (PQP). The Scorecard highlights the importance of selecting manufacturers that are committed 
to quality.

Main Production Base in Vietnam
VSUN’s production base located in Bac Giang province (Vietnam) and the global presence covers our customer needs in every corner of the world. 
During the past few years, VSUN factories ( Bac Giang, Vietnam) have supplied high efficiency modules and reliable customer services to local 
residential, industrial & commercial and utility users. VSUN makes continuously technology innovation and process optimization, to improve the supply 
chain system, and to raise the customer satisfaction.

Customized Service         
VSUN can offer both regular and customized solar solutions that fits theC&I or residential needs of different users with its manufacturing plans and 
technical experts.

Applied to 182/166/158.75mm PERC mono cellApplied to 182/166/158.75mm PERC mono cell



GLOBAL 
LOGISTICS 
NETWORK
 

VSUN has set up a professional service team to meet your needs 

on budget and on time. With the logistics partners and 

warehouses spreading worldwide, and the global mainstream PV 

market, including Germany, Spain, France, Japan, China, Vietnam, 

South Korea, Turkey, India, and Australia, VSUN provides clients 

with solar module logistics solutions from domestic trucking, 

international air and ocean shipping to warehousing. Your solar 

module shipment is going to arrive at its destination depending 

on your desired delivery time and transport method.
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Innovation & Reliability
日本の品質

JAPANESE 
QUALITY 

The center of technology and innovation is in Japan, and R&D lab is set up in Tokyo, led by Dr. 

Shirai Yasuyuki and Dr. Shigetoshi Sugawa from Tohoku University, with more than 10 years of 

solar energy business experience in R&D, manufacturing, engineering  and procurement. It 

showcases technical advantages as the core equipment of photovoltaic power plants. 

Innovation is the value proposition and ideology for all VSUN people, 

o�ering the best quality and services is what makes VSUN a partner of 

choice in highly competitive markets. VSUN has manufactured reliable 

PV modules with Japanese technology and quality. Meanwhile, 

it provides technology support of professional clean energy 

EPC services to customers in Japan and all around 

South-eastern Asia. VSUN has been committed to 

the development of customized new products that 

are made for all residential and commercial needs, 

as well as high-capacity solutions for large utility-scale 

projects on the global market. Automatic production line 

and stringent laboratory tests ensure longer sustainability 

and higher e�ciency of VSUN modules. The outstanding 

performances of VSUN modules are proven in solar solutions.

Bankability

The company’s bankability and �nancial stability have made VSUN a 

trustworthy solution partner all over Europe, the US, Southeastern Asia, and 

many others. VSUN is listed as Bloomberg New Energy Finance Tier 1 Solar 

Module Manufacturer, and has proved to be a reliable non-recourse debt 

�nancial partner with su�cient bank �nancing 

support for solar projects. VSUN is committed to 

the global development of the new energy 

business, innovative cooperation methods, 

and in-depth strategy. VSUN products are 

insured by Munich Re for material 

and e�ciency warranty.

Global Supply Chain Manufacturing Excellence

VSUN’s highly automated and e�cient manufacturing further 

reduced manpower on the production line. Introduction of MES system enabled 

application of statistical analysis and real-time monitoring on production and 

process control, realized on-site quality monitoring and early warning, 

troubleshooting, exception handling, and optimization mechanism.

VSUN's quality management system runs through its R&D, production, 

customer service and all other business units, excellent and reliable 

products and services further enhanced the competitiveness.

In the view of market trend and photovoltaic business 

environment, VSUN adjusts its business positioning and supply 

chain layout in a timely manner in accordance with strategic goals. 

Advanced incoming material inspection and procurement veri�cation 

system ensured quality production from raw material procurement to terminal output.

To deepen the global market layout, VSUN will continue to make technology innovation and 

process optimization to ensure high quality and high reliability, further improving the global 

supply chain system to deliver optimal customer experience.
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Warranty & Insurance
Product Workmanship & Linear Performance Warranty

Customer Trust

VSUN adheres to global supply chain strategy and customized services, strictly selecting suppliers around the world and continuously optimizing supply chain management to

ensure products with high reliability and high quality. Since established, VSUN has maintained strong cooperative relationship with authoritative third-party laboratories. They

safeguard VSUN’s products worldwide with professionalism testing and certi�cation services. In addition to traditional certi�cation and testing services, they provide VSUN with

extensive expert technical guidance, training, and di�erentiate test projects.

The third-party independent quality insurance service is provided by Munich Re. 

Our Corporate Insurance Partner o�ers innovative risk management solutions on a global basis to deliver greater planning security for our customers.

Product Warranty Performance Warranty

- 12 years of product warranty (could be extended to 25 years depends on customer demand)

- 25-year linear power output warranty for PV modules

- 30-year linear power output warranty for double glass modules.

From research to design to shipping, VSUN ensures the 

product quality through every step, which enables us to 

o�er one of the best warranties in the solar industry.

50+
Charitable cases supported

1,280,000+
Additional trees planted equivalent

50,000+
Direct and indirect job opportunities provided

*9.97
Tons coal saved from power generation

*0.30
Tons reduced sulfur dioxide o�set

*3.98
Tons of additional carbon dioxide o�set

0.00282%
Customer complaint rate

100+
Hours training per employee

* The emission reduction e�ect for every 10,000 kwh of PV generates to electricity is equivalent to the relavent amount.

VSUN ESG - Environment, Social Responsibility, Corporate Governance

The VSUN impact is our contribution to greater environmental, economic and social sustainability, which is aimed to congregate not only the company, but also its employees, 

clients, and shareholders, and using this positive impact on people and the planet to harmonize the economic performance. 

We have faith that sustainable energy is changing the way of our living and working. VSUN appreciates the diversity of ideas. All the e�orts are lead to personal growth and 

balance the team's focus.

VSUN Team

VSUN Impact

USA

Germany

Spain

France

Japan

Vietnam

South Korea

Turkey

India

Australia

Algeria

Brazil
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Connecticut, USA

North Carolina, USA Pennsylvania, USA Charleoi, BelgiumSalzburg, Austria

Texas, USA Tiryaki, Turkry


